
Team TTT&T Invites !
Outstanding Educators the World Over  

to Join our Teacher Vanguard!!
! !

Connect with a growing community  
of international educators.!!

Contribute to an interdisciplinary discussion  
on best practices in history, social studies,!
 the dramatic arts, and literacy education.!!
Share with others dedicated to benefiting  

all learners and learning styles.!!
Be the first to test our educational title suites. !!!

Get FREE lifetime access to all title suites in the future  
Time Traveler Tours & Tales library.!!!!

Time Traveler Tours & Tales is dedicated to revolutionizing youth discovery of history and culture 
by bringing the very best in interactive creative nonfiction storytelling to the mobile and tablet 
formats for educational purposes.!!!

Our first title suite, Beware Madame la Guillotine,!
 is ready for your review with the exciting addition of a complementary 

Curriculum, perfect for use in history, social studies, English language arts,  
and dramatic arts classrooms.!!!

Just as our debut StoryApp tour animates the streets of Paris for educational travelers, so the 
ALL NEW Beware Madame La Guillotine Curriculum Guide, by Marcie Colleen, energizes 
English Language Arts, History, Drama, and Social Studies curricula by bringing to life, within 
the classroom, Paris during the French Revolution.!!
The only travel necessary is through imagination and exploration.!!
Using engaging, hands-on techniques in concert with the Beware Madame La Guillotine 
interactive book, by Sarah Towle, Marcie’s innovative drama-based Curriculum aids learning 
communities in creating a full sensory classroom experience through improvised dramas and 
discussions, while simultaneously stressing reading, writing, and research skills. !!
It also offers teachers across the disciplines an ideal opportunity for collaboration.!!



Marcie’s Curriculum Handbook for Beware Madame La Guillotine emphasizes both teamwork 
as well as independent learning, using a variety of tools and technologies. It builds space for 
necessary reflection, empathy, and self-investigation, and motivates students to make cross-
curricular connections.!
 !
The Beware Madame la Guillotine Curriculum Guide is aligned with various national learning 
standards, including the US Common Core, as well as the IBO Middle Years Programme. Its 
exciting, interdisciplinary approach targets all learning styles and approaches. Language and 
activity rich, it enables students to experience personally a seminal moment in human history,   
thereby providing learners with a deeper connection to narrative content, as well as a more 
profound insight into the human condition.!!

We hope your students, and you, will have fun traveling back through time with our 
complementary interactive book and Curriculum to the French Revolution.!!

And this is only the first!!!!
Contact us today for more information about the !

TTT&T Teacher Vanguard.!!
www.timetravelertours.com/contact-us!

http://www.timetravelertours.com/contact-us

